Appendix C

Country Adaptations to Items and Item Scoring

Items to Be Deleted

**All Countries**
- R021S08C (scaling did not converge/item discrimination too low for many countries)

**Indonesia**
- R021E08M (item mistranslated)

**Kuwait**
- R021K10C (item mistranslated)

**Qatar**
- R021U06C (item mistranslated)
- R021S05C (item mistranslated)

Items Needing Options Changed
- R021U04M (recoded A to D and D to A)

**Constructed-response Items Needing Category Recoding**

**All Countries**
- R011F12C (Recoded 3 into 2)

**Kuwait**
- R021K10C (Recoded 3 into 2)
- R021S13C (Recoded 2 into 1)